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this heading is from the old plant of the Cimarron News and Press and was used for a heading for the paper
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SOLUTION

Colonization of Valdez Tract an
Important Step Towards
Agricultural Development in that Section

Bill Giving Commissioners the
Power to fill Covinty Vacan -cies Also Passes. Other
Legislation

The Range some weeks ago made
exclusive mention of ihe transfer of
the immense Valdez tract of land,
near Springer, to a colony of Pennsylvania and Ohio Dunkards, who
were in a position and would immediately put five thousand acres of the
tract under cultivation. The deal has
now been finally closed, and the
plans for the next Reason's work outlined,, and We reproduce the following from the Springer Stockman as
the latest news on the subject. The
entire county will reap the benefit of
this improvement, which, marks the
beginning of agricultural development
in the southern part of the county.
For several months The Stockman
has known of a large deal pending for
22,000 acres of'the finest agricultural
and grazing land in this country,
known as the Valdez tract, directly
west of this city, but for reasons has
not mentioned it.
This week the deal has been closed
niliarutiir i numKof rf Otlír fl n ft PiMltl- sylvanig capitalists, represented by
H. M. Mikesell, purchased a portion
of the Valdez tract of land.
The tract sold by Emilio Valdez
and Mrs. Narcisco Valdez was purchased by them from Charles Springer, who bought it from the Maxwell
Land Grant company. It lies imme- diately south and adjoining the

origi- -'

tract,

and

acres. There
f
of the west
was also sold
half of the original Antonio Jose
Valdez tract owned by the Valdez
family since 1870 up to the present
time, lying on the Rayado river and
comprising about 4,000 acres, comprising in all nearly 22,000 acres.
The east half of the original Antonio Jose Valdez tract is yet owned
by E. Valdez,
as follows:
one- - eighth by J. M. Valdez,
s
by Mrs. J. I. Valdez,
by Chas. Springer,
by Manuel Valdez and heirs, and
by Mrs. J. II. Clouthier. Of
the west half there remains unsold
owned by J. H. Clouthier,
h
by J. M. Valdez, and
18,000

one-hal-

One-eight- h

one-eigh- th

three-eighth-

one-eigh- th

one-eigh- th

one-eight- h

one-eigh- th

one-eight-

by Manuel

Valdez.

The entire consideration is between
and $60,000.
Of this 22,000 acres something

$55,000

be-

tween 8,000 and 9,000 acres can be
farmed under irrigation. The balance
is the finest of hay and pasture lands.
The farming land is to be divided
ARRESTED FOR VIOLATING
TERRITORIAL GAME LAWS
On Monday a man giving his name
as Geo. Anderson, was arrested by
Sheriff Littrell on a charge of violating the territorial game laws.
Early Monday, Anderson appeared
at the Xew Mexico Taxidermy Co.'s
shop, in his shirt sleeves. Under his
vest, he had concealed a Chinese
pheasant, one of the most beautiful
birds ever seen in this country, and
a variety which is exceedingly rare,
only a few being imported for culture here. Anderson offered to sell
the bird for ten dollars. F. W. Fritz,
the taxidermist in charge, immediately reported the matter to Sheriff
iLttrell, who arrested Anderson.

SHIPPED ICE.
The Dawson ice houses have been
filled with ice cut at the Park and
shipped via the St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific company. This is
a significant step in the right direction and maks an enlargement of the
ice industry in this part of tbe
Do not forget the dance on Febru- ary 23 d.
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comprising about

Alt

the seventies.
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nal Antonio Jose Valdez
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Appropriation Dill

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8. The
Santa Fe, X. M., Feb. 8. Govern- council passed the appropriation bill
or Hagerman in a message to the over the governor's veto by a vote
house this morning vetoed the house of n to o.
joint resolution No. 4, containing the
pay roll and contingent expense appropriation, amounting to about $6,000
FRIENDS OF OLD-TIM- E
The governor stated that he vetoed
the measure because he believed that
SEARCHING
the moneys for the pay of employes
should be drawn by the territorial
secretary on warrants from the audifOR LOST MINE
tor, and not by the president of the
council and the speaker of the house.
He said he did not intend to reflect
About twelve or fourteen years
on any member of the assembly in
the remotest. The governor quoted ago, a prospector from the Mormon
up into small farms and sold, the first the law on the subject and asked the settlement near Sanford,
Colorado,
installment to a colony of between house to act accordingly.
came to this district and began prosseventy-fiv- e
and 100 farmers from
pecting near where the beautiful ColOhio and Pennsylvania, who are to
umbina empties its waters into Red
arrive here in the spring. Next year
Green Bay, Wis., Feb. 8. So great River. Up one canon and then anothit is expected that as many more will
is the scarcity in the northern part er he prospected the country north of
settle in this locality.
The purchasers expect to very soon of this state that a number of lum- the river and the second summer
abandoned.
commence building an extensive irri- ber camps have been
success crowned his eifprts and by
gation system comprising several Over 2,000 men are required and the
his persistent labor he disclosed to
is
the
more
situation
all
remarkable
of
ditches,
miles
large reservoirs and
which it is estimated will cost them when it is considered that the pay view a valuable large lead of quartz
that carried high values of the prein the neighborhood of $25,000. Op- runs to $4Q a month and found.
cious
metals as well as some copper
tions have been secured from the
and lead. He was elated over his rich
Rayado Land and Irrigation company
find flnd the dreams of wealth that
for small tracts of land on which to
Carlsbad, X. M., Feb. 7. Since the had from time to time disturbed his
build reservoirs.
This deal is considered the begin- prospects begin to look gloomy for peaceful slumbers were soon to be
ning of the era of farming in this sec- the passage of the free grazing bill realized. A beautiful home with all
tion of the territory, and it is not go- now before congress, and they know the comfort that money could buy
ing to stop at this, but in less than that the wire fences on government would soon be his and those he loved
five years this country, twenty miles land will have to come down by April most dear would ever live in comfort
to the west and southwest, twelve to 1st, a large number of cowmen of and pleasure.
Thel eail was a strong one with
the south and twenty to the east and Eddy county are talking of selling
defined walls, everything conwell
entirely
going
further
here
and
out
inhabsoutheast of this city, will be
nected with the property went to
ited by hundreds of thrifty and pros' west.
show that with but very little
porous farmers.
BURIED UNDER
a bonanza was in store for
and all that is BABY
Wé have the-wateSNOWSLIDE 14 HOURS
its owner. He worked almost day
necessary is its storage in reservoirs
IS TAKEN OUT ALIVE and night until his provisions gave
Such
and the building of ditches.
out and then boarded up his tunnel,
construction work is being carried on
Salida, Colo., Feb. 5. The Mason returned to his home for another
now in several localities, Rayado to
baby, who was reported to have been "grub s'take.' On reaching home he
the west, to the soth of us a fewmiles
killed in the snowslide last night, in told a few of his friends of his rich
and un the Chico and Jarifas to the
which seven were killed, had a mi- strike he had made in the Red river
east, all opening large tracts of land
raculous escape from death. He was country but gave little information
for settlement by the farmer.
buried under many feet .ofsnow and of the location of the "bonanza" exOur soil is rich, it will grow anybroken house timbers for fourteen cept stating it was north of the river
thing addicted to the climate and alhours, but when found was lying in near where the Columbian empties
titude, and all that is necessary to our
his bed unharmed. Near by were the its waters into Red river.
successful agricultural development is
bodies of his parents.
Earthly riches were not for this
the taking care of our water sysprospector for just as he was making
tematically.
arrangements to return sickness overThe Springer Ditch system, which
took him and the grim sickle of death
has been in active operation for fiflaid him low.
teen or more years, and under which
A number of his friends have time
there are a number of successful
and again prospected the mountains
farmers to the west, north and east of
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 12. Sixty-seve- n and canons of that section but withSpringer, is being cleaned out, reof the legislative employes out out success.
paired and remodeled and it is promhave been
of a total of ninety-fou- r
A few days ago I.croy Barnhcart
seacoming
ised that the service the
the chief and Leroy Martin, friends of the dead
discharged
by
summarily
son to the farmers will be much betclerks of the house and council, as prospector, arrived near the supposed
ter than last. This system is owned
the result of a joint caucus and a mine and have again taken up the
and controlled by the Maxwell Land
night session of the assembly last Fri- search and will spend five or six
Grant company.
day. This is done to keep the pay months prospecting in that section. It
The big Valdez tract deal was made
within the limit of the $15,000 ap- is understood that they have located
through the efforts of our enterpris- roll
authorized by congress a claim or two in that section that are
propriation
E.
Hartley.
ing, hustling citizen, C.
for such purposes.
looking very promising.
Mr. Hartley is a booster of the grade
being
is
good to have around, and
it
heavily interested locally he is going
No
to stay, and we're all glad of it. He
handled the deal in good shape, and
Stopped
likewise he is going to handle more
equally as important and bulky.
Denting, X. M., Feb. 8. To show
Salt Lake City, Utah, Feb. 6. Asserting that the overflow of the Col- the phenomenal way in which the
of
orado river will prdouce an inland country around Deming is settled up,
Albert Green, who had lx'n ill for sea whose evaporation will materially four months ago you could easily loseveral days, died at five o'clock on affect the aridity of the vast area of cate a claim within five miles of the
Saturday morning at tbe home of dry lands in the west, a memorial city. At present you cannot for love
Jesee Littrell where he made his to the president and congress was in- or money locate one within thirteen
hme and by whom he wad employed. troduced in the stale house of repre- miles. Homcscekers continue to pour
An affi ction of Ihe kidneys caused his sentatives.
in steadily, and there is no sign of a
death. Mr. Gieen h8 a brother in
It asks that the attempts to control
Harrison, Arkansas, and a daughter the Colorado river be abandoned by
in Kansas, neither of whom were presÍ
the government.
ent at his death.
The brother had
been smt for during Mr. Green's
Married in Santa Fe.
but wired that he was too II to
Miss Grace Gretchen Grygla of this
Santa Fe, X. M., Feb. 6. The legcome. After the news of death had
city and George D. D. Fitzpatrick of
been wired his relatives' orde;s were Philadelphia were united in marriage islative council with only one dissentreceived to ship the body to his at 6:45 o'clock Thursday evening.at ing vote, passed a bill changing the
daughter in Arkansas, which was the parsonage of the Church of the county seat of Torrance county from
All arrange- Holy Faith in Santa Fe, says the Xew
done on Wednesday.
Kstancia to Willartl, and annexing
ments had been made to bury him Mexican.
precincts of
Chilili and
Escobosa
Mr. Kirkpatrick is an examiner ,of
here, but his Mends are glad to send
coun-- I
Bernalillo
county
Torrance
to
his remains to hie old home for buiiat. surveys connected with the general ty.
land office of the federal government.
Rills introduced in the council were
Miss Grygla is a daughter of Frank
empowering incorporated muniacts
Grygla, special agent for the United
The Cimarron Townsite company States land office, with headquarters cipalities to issue business licenses; to
gambling, to enforce the
will move their offices over to their in Santa Fe.
Sunday law, to govern the. taking of
n n quarters Saturday.
The final
depositions for foreign' jurisdictions,
work is being rapidly pushed and
railroad
The
bill to prevent the marriage of Caunext week will see them nicely locat- passed the Missouri house by a vote casians and nergocs, and to govern
rf
public depositories.
of 99 to 1.
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Have Passed The
Appropriation Bill

Governor Vetoed

STIMULUS TO FARMING
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miner

Want Lumbermen

Range Getting Scarce

devel-ofittfFi- it,

r'

Clean Sweep
of Employes

Don't Want Saltón
Sea Flow

Death

Free Land

About Deming

Albert Green

let-u-

Council Passes
Some Measures

ill-ue- is

'
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X. M., Feb. 8
Mr. Stud-le- y amended to change the appropriation
of Colfax county introduced house from $15.000 to $jo,ooo, and the bill
then passtd.
bill Xo. 56, which provides that cerAmong the bills introduced at the
tain persons or religious sects who
morning session were:
desire to observe another day as the
House bill Xo. 50, by Mr. Walters;
Sabbath, shall not be punished for an act fixing the time for holding
laboring on Sunday.
This bill is terms (if the district court for the
first judicial district.
aimed to exempt the Seventh Day
House bill Xo. 5S, by Mr. Herrera,
of whom there are a considan act relative to bounties on wild
erable number in Colfax county, and animals.
several of whom have been prosecutHouse bill Xo. 50, by Mr. Studley;
to amend section 2.J40 of the comed for violating the Sunday law.
piled laws.
The house, at the afternoon session,
House bill Xo. do, by Mr. Gallegos;
also passed under suspension of the an act to amend section 2,950 of the
rules house bill Xo. 44. by Mr. Galle- compiled laws.
gos, an act providing for the appointHouse bill No. di, by Mr. Gallegos;
ment to vacancies in county offices, changing the boundary line betwee
being similar to the Martinez bill Quay and San Miguel counties.
passed by the council a few days ago.
House bill Xo. d, by Mr. Ruppe, by
Speaker Baca's bill for the concqtieM; an act to regulate corporastruction of an electric light plant tions organized fur mining, industrial
at the territorial penitentiary, passed and other pursuits.
the house this morning without opAfter the receipt of the governor'
position. The construction of such a message failing to approve the pay
plant has been recommended by the roll resolution, and the, reference of
penitentiary commission, whose rec- the message to the judiciary commitommendations were included in the tee, the house went into recess until
governor's message.
The bill was 2 o'clock.

Santa Fe.,

--

Introduced Bill to Repeal Statehood Bill
Washintgon, Feb. 7. Representative Murphy of Missouri today introduced a bill to repeal the act admitting Oklahoma to statehood on the
rgound that the constitutional convention of Oklahoma and Indian Territory had failed to comply with the
conditions of the joint statehood act.
The bill follows:
"Whereas, the constitutional convention of the proposed state of Oklahoma now in session at Guthrie,
Okla., failed and refused after organization to adopt on behalf of the people of Said proposed state the constitution of the United States as required by the act of congress;
"Whereas, By such failure the said
convention is unauthorized to form a
constitution and state government for
said proposed state; and,
"Whereas, Said constitutional convention is attempting to evade the act

!!

of congress by making a distinction
in civil and political rights, owing to
race and odor; and
Said convention has
"Whceas,
squandered the people's money appropriated by congress in useless political bickering, thereby leaving no
fund to hold an election for the rat- ifiration or rejection of the proposed

constitutin; and
"Whereas, The said convention has
wholly disregarded and ignored the
disbursing officer of the government
as provided by congress; and
has
"Whereas, The
demonstrated its unfitness and incapacity to frame a constitution for said
proposed state; therefore, be it enacted;
"That the act entitled, 'An act to
enable the people of Oklahoma and
Territory to form a
of the Indian
state government, etc , approved June
id, lood,' be and the same is hereby
repealed."

Mexico Zinc will be

Admitted Duty Free

feat for the .inc miners of Missouri,
on whose contention the duty was put
on.
Shippers have entered ;ll such ores
under protest, but have had to pay
the duty and now they will egt larger
This is particularly
mis of reb.-'te-.
yesterday
decision
announced
under a
t'ie case at Kl I'hso, where large imby the board of general appraisers in portations are made.
this city. The board ruled that silicate and carbonate of zinc should be
In the same
classified as calamine.
Xew York, Feb. 7. Both the silicate and carbonate of zinc should be
admitted to the United States free of
duty instead of being assessed at M
per cent ad valorem, as held by the
United States survey at Kansas City,

Texas Legislators

the board ruled that sulphide
substance
is nut a metallic
the meaning of the law and
also should come into the
country free of duty as a crude mindecision
of zinc
within
that it

Wa.nt Free Passes

Austin,
Tex., Feb. 5. W. II.
O'Bernc introduced a bill in the
house toilay to require railroads t.i
furnish all members of the legislature with free transportation
over
eral.
their respective lines during the term
Large quantites of the ores in ques- of office of the legislator. The bill
tion are brought to this country from was immediately reported favorably
Mexico and the ruling is a big victory by the committee un common
for miners in that country and a de

Maxwell Land Grant Co

!

(I

MINERAL LANDS
Extensive Areas of High and low grade
Ore awaiting Development

Gold Silver Copper
Iron
Our Mining Regulations are very favorable to the Prospector. These Regulations apply to all Mineral Lanes
contained within the Boundaries of the
Grant in New Mexico except reservations indicated on the mineral maps
published by the Company

.

Within this reservation Special Arrangements will be made with parties

desiring a large acreage and who are
prepared to develop the same

All

Conditions

are favorable to the success of the
District

For further information write

The Maxwell Land Grant Company
.

CIMARRON. NEW MEXICO
and a number of the counties have
already responded. The arrangement
of the contest is in line with the
broadened policy of the agricultural
department of the college as relates
to cereals and grain farming, and is
in town are cordially approved by the territorial
and national government.

NewsyLDtter

From Folsom
Most all the people
sick with la grippe.
Dr.

Bailey

had one

of his tents

From the Raton Range.
Miss Barbara McKenzie, who has
Last Wednesday night Mr. Kent been here for some time with her sishad a saddle stolen from his barn.
ter, Mrs. Allen French, has gone to
is
S. J. Murray
making prepara- Dawson to remain with Mrs. Hughes,
tions to set out fifty fruit trees this who has charge of the Dawson club

burned down last week.

house.

spring.

Mu.

M.

M.

White and daughter,

Lueile, have returned from ail extended visit in Indiana.

FLIGHTS OF FANCY.

If you're the dying man, she said,
Then dye this garment blue'
Mrs. M. E. Owen, who has been No, I'm a living man, he said,
Yet I would die for you.
very ill for the past month, is reported much better.
Man is but a lump of clay
F. O. Gilltim has sold his ranch on
Gifted with hope and fears,
the east end of the mesa to John Woman can mold him any old way
Young of this place.
If she moistens him with her tears.
Arc they wise to it?
rimer Morgan and bride of Moline,
Illinois, were here last week visiting
with Mr. Morgan's brother, Dr. MorNew York, Feb. 7. Thirty-twgan, and his niece, Florence Morgan. million dollars worth of income-bearin- g
securities was the gift which John
Mr. 1. J. Morgan and sister, Mrs.
D. Rockefeller, through his son, John
Mesa,
have
Floy', from Johnson
D. Rockefeller, Jr., announced to the
gone to Iowa to take care of their
asiiither and mother, who have both general education board when it
special
meeting
a
for
here
to
sembled
been very ill.
is the largest
day. The gift,
Mrs. John King, who is in the single sum ever handed out for such
Denver hospital, is rrported much purposes.
tetter. Mrs. King is expected home,
in a few days. During her absence
A letter this week from James P.
Miss Annie Drown has been with the Abrcu
states that the ' Los Angeles
family.
cure him of the
o

The Misses Curtis entertained their
iiany friends Friday evening at their
home on the Cimarron.
C. S. Starr and Mrs. Starr were in
town from Mountain View Friday
and were the guests of Mrs. S. J.
Hurray.

The New Mexico College of Agriculture is arranging for a boys' corn
growing contest, for the youngsters
of New Mexico, along the line of similar contests which have be;n successfully conducted in the older
tales. Liberal cash prizes will be offered, and free seed will be sent to all
who write to J. J. Vernon, professor
of agriculture, Agricultural College,
K. M., along with such other information a may be desired. The various county superintendents are incited to arrange for supplemental
contest for their various divisions,

physician expects to
stomach trouble in less than ten days;
that Mrs. Abreu has not been well
since arriving there and the weather
has been very disagreeable in every
way. They expect to cut their visit
short of what was first anticipated.
visit with Mr. and
They enjoyed
Mrs. T. P. Talle at Pasadena. Thus
another one is scored for New Mexico in the way of climate. Springer
Stockman.

New Mexico Good Roads Convention.
The third annual session of the
New Mexico Good Roads convention
is called to meet in the capítol, in
Santa Fe, on Monday, February 18,
1907, at 8 p. m.
Boards of county commissioners,
mayors and councils of cities and
towns, commercial bodies and local
improvement societies are invited to
send delegates not exceeding ten in

number.

Mary had a little lamb, its fleece was
white as snow; it strayed away one
day where lambs should never go
And Mary quickly sat her down and
tears streamed from her eyes, she
never found the "lamb because she
did not advertise. And Mary had a
brother John who kept a village
store; he sat down and smoked his
pipe and watched the open door. And
as the people passed along and did
not stop to buy. John sat and
smoked his, pipe and blinked his
sleepy eyes. And so the sheriff closed
him out but still he lingered near, and
Mary came to drop a sympathizing
tear, why other merchants here, sell
all their goods so readily and thrive
from year to year? Remembering her
own bad luck the little maid replied
"These other fellows got there John,
because they advertise."
W. C. White and Al Garrett will
deliver 15.000 yearling wethers to H.
E. Campbell of F'lag.staff, Ariz., at
convenient points on the Rock Island on or about the 25th. The deal,
which, was at private terms, was made
last week.

The Acequia dance, one of the
most interesting of the annual ceremonials of the Isleta Indians, will be
held at that Pueblo, twelve miles
south of Albuquerque, next Sunday.
This is one of the most important
dances in "the Pueblo's calendar and
marks the completion of the work of
repairing and overhauling and cleaning out the irrigation ditches in the
Indian farming lands adjoining the
village.
The Indians will be called
in from their work on the railroad
and from wherever they may be, to
get busy on the acequias and get
ready for the big dánce on Sunday.
The dance is a sort of preliminary to
the beginning of the agricultural season and the planting of crops and is
similar in nature to the other ceremonials marking the various seasons
of the year such as the harvest dance
corn dances and others. As usual
a large number of people
will go
down to Isleta and see the dance
Sunday and several visitors from the
east are expected to swell the crowd.
Greeley, Colo.. Feb. 8 Potato dealers have practically been forced out
of business because of the shortage
of cars, the lack of shipping facilities being worse than in the late fall,
when every posible effort was made
to get cars.
"

Wonderful New Mexico
Picture Paintings

DITCH CASÉ pÉCISION.
An Opinion Handed Out by Judge
Mills in Case of Jaritas Ditch
Co. vs. Georga W. Gilles
pie, et al.

The most wonderful picture writ- ist or scientist.
Chief Justice Mills at Las Vegas,
Something similar to the picture this week rendered an opinion in the
ings, or pictographs, in the world
are to be found in the territory of writings of San Cristobal are those case of the Jaritas Ditch company vs.
New Mexico, says an El Paso ex- of Pajarito Park, a few miles from George W. Gillespie et al, in favor
v
"
Santa Fe in another direction. Pa-o- f of the plaintiff ditch company. The
change.
lifeholes scooped out company had asked the court to give
cave dwellings
The archaeologist will find a
sides of the them a
iu
the
designs
by
y
thousands
time of study in the rude
of 100 feet but
a
thought
lived
is
cliffs
Here,
cliffs.
it
on
scrawled
which have been
only sixty feet was given. They also
and rocks by a long dead race, yet people who antedated the cliff dwell- asked the court to appoint appraisers
despite the great number of these ers. The rude caves show nothing
to assess damages on the private
writings in New Mexico, little has
skill manifested in the con- - lands through which the ditch runs.
Ann
trt unravel the manv in-- 1 like the
George W. Gillespie and others
teresting stories which a translation struction of the better class of cliff
dwellings.
sought to prevent the company runwould avail.
Some idea of the scope of this field
The cliffs and rocks in this vicinity ning its ditch over and through their
of investigation can be obtained are literally scrawled with rude pic- lands and diverting the waters of the
from the fact that in Chaco canon tures. In one great cave an attempt
Chico into the Jaritas, and fof other
alone, in northwestern New Mexico, h .s been made to decorate the ceilthere are the ruins of no less than ing with pictures that evidently have reasons that they alleged, one being
seventeen prehistoric villages and pictorial significance.
Evidently the that it deprived them of certain waevery one of these villages has its
decorated domes of our fine modern ters and another that no one had the
Yet the Chaco
picture writings.
state buildings are nothing new in right to divert the waters of one
ruins are only one group out of hun- the matter of inspiration.
stream into another.
dreds scattered about this territory, Spanish Conquerors Left Record.
The court has condemned the land
which is richer in legendary lore
Whatever the process of the nay
through these
than any other part of the United tives in making these rock inscrip- for the
private
possessions
appointed as
and
States.
tions, it is evident the Spanish
appraisers, Alfred Jelfs, George E.
One does not have to visit the
became possessed of - it.
Chaco
inaccessible
Lyon and Thos. McBride of Raton.
comparatively
This is shown by the writings on El
The Jaritas ditch, when completed,
canon to get an interesting glimpse Moro or Inscription Rock, situated
of the work of the ancient picture in
miles will be between five and six miles in
Valencia county, twenty-fiv- e
writers, however. tA the great ruins south of the Santa Fe Pacific rail- length and takes water out of the
Chico.
of the San Cristobal, seven miles
road. This majestic cliff of sandThe system will comprise several
from Lamy, the litle junction where stone rises sheer from the desert.
the tourist branches off the mam Here on the smooth wall the eajly large reservoirs and its capacity will
be capable of irrigating several thou-an- d
line of the Santa Fe railroad, one will
Spaniards more than two hundred
find probably the most interesting
acres of land, which will be
years ago carved numerous inscripand varied lot of picture writings tions which are legible today. One platted in small farms and sold, each
in existence. If one does not wish to
tract carrying with it a water right
of the characteristic inscriptions is
make the trip from Lamy, it can be
sufficient for complete irrigation.
follows:
as
made very readily from Santa Fe itThe case of the Jaritas Ditch Co.
"In the year 1716, 011 the 28th
vs. George W. Gillespie et al, has
self, as San Cristobal ruins are only
August, Don Felix Martinez,
day
of
miles southeast of
twenty-fiv- e
year, com- governor and captain general of this been pending for almost a
capital city and can be very
ing up first in the 1906 spring term of
by here to the repassed
kingdom,
for Colfax, then afterwards in
rea dily reached with a good team, as
duction and conquest of Moqui, and court
the road is good.
at Las Vegas. Judge Mills
chambers
in his company was the Rev. Father
History of a Race on Mountain Side.
has witheld his decision in the case
Carmago,
custodian
Fray
Antonio
These pictographs of San Cristo- and judge ecclesiastical."
several months.
M. W. Mills of this city, and Chas.
bal literally cover a mountain side.
road to the
was
rock
on
the
This
Here, for a space of half a mile on Seven Cities of Cibolia, which lured Spiess of Las Vegas, represented the
the mountain side, which is the so many of the Spaniards to death. ditch company as attorneys in the
shape of a half circle, the rocks and
Morrow & Leib of Raton,
There is a fine spring by the rock, case and
cliffs are covered with strange drawattorneys for the defendants.
it was a favorite campno
doubt
and
ings, wrought no man knows how
An appeal in the case depends ening place. While they were resting
many years ago.
tirely
on the decision of the appraisbeneath its shade, no doubt the mail
These are rude pictures of animals, clad warriors of Spain registered ers. Stockman.
vegetables, fowls and human beings.
their names in this strange book of
There are pictures of deer hunts and the desert. In later years IndependPASSES OVER THE
picare
there
and
hunts,
wild turkey
ence Rock, on the old Oregon trail,
LAST GREAT DIVIDE.
tures of encounters between men. No in Wyoming, was utilized for the
signifihinstorical
have
these
doubt,
same purpose by the pioneers who Richard P. Strong, Sturdy Pioneer,
cance and are intended to commemwere on their way to Oregon. But
Dies aft His Ocate Home of the
orate the feats of arms of local he- it is a noteworthy fact that these
Infirmities of Old Age. Was
ever
Certainly no historian
roes.
ancient pictographs and writings of
Highly Respected.
worked in more imperishable materthe southwest are much .more legipictures
graven
deeply
ial, for these
ble, after hundreds of years, than the
Richard P. Strong, a leading citihave resisted the eroding processes
names which were carved with steel zen of this country and one of the
no
doubt
will
and
centuries
of the
instruments a scant half century ago. oldest settlers of Mora county, died
continue to do so for centuries to
No doubt in time the government at the. home of his son,
Strong,
The pictographs vary in will
come.
set aside all the ruins in the at Mora, on the 31st of last month,
of
a
depth from an eighth to quarter
southwest even those which are most rfom the infirmities of old age, havan inch. How they were cut so deep inaccessible,
to keep them from the ing been ill for some months premystery.
is
a
iu such hard stone
of the vandal. The vious to his death, which came not
hand
destroying
Search of the ruins has not brought Mesa Verde ruins in Colorado have
unexpected. Mr. Strong came to New
enough
sharp
any
instrument
to light
been so treated and now form a Mexico early in the sixties as a soland hard enough to make any im- national park. Similar care should
dier in the army and after his dis
pression on the granite.. The makbe taken of the ruins and pictographs charge settled on the Chico east of
have
ing of these pictures must
of New Mexico, if new light is to be Springer, where he lived many years,
been the work of years and must shed on the ancient peoples who inengaging in farming and livestock
part
the
have been a labor of love on
habited that part of our country. Not raising, afterwards moving to Ocate,
of the artist.
one of these evidences of an ancient where he has since lived and enOne of the most interesting and civilization
should be destroyed gaged in the same business up to
symbolical of the pictures is the through
the oversight of our
within a year or so of his death, when
has
An
Indian
murder.
a
story of
he has resided with his son at whose
shot an arrow through the head of
home he died. He was seventy-fiv- e
being
figures
the
Indian,
another
years old at the time of his death. His
plainly visible. After shooting his
wife preceded him to the grave by
deadly arrow the Indian takes his
several years. He leaves three sons
points
to
and
bow in his right hand
and one daughter: William P. Strong,
the man he has shot. His head is
Garrett, Oklihoma; C. U. Strong,
turned in the opposite direction and
treasurer and collector of Mora counhe is evidently bidding some one to
T. A. Melson returned from Raton ty; John R. Strong of Ocate, and
Or, perhaps, he
look on his work.
Mrs. Blattman of Ocate. Mrs. Chas.
is so overcome with horror at his yesterday.
F. Abreu, who died in 1892, was a
vichis
at
look
he
cannot
that
deed
H. J. Luce 'made a trip to
daughter
of the deceased.
opintim. Some have hazarded the
Monday.
The funeral took place Saturday,
ion that this is an Indian who has
Thus another old timer has crossed
Dave Hoesen is working the asslain a tyrannical ruler, and others
take the ground that it is merely a sessment on the Fort Reno mining over the last divide, has answered
the summons of his creator, after an
redskinned Cain who is overcome claim up Road canon.
earthly existence of
with horror at having slain his
W. D. Cannon is working the as- of a century. He lived well
his
brother.
sessment on the Little Ellen mining earthly allottment, was highly reOne of the series shows, a turkey
claim up Road canon.
spected and very popular. The writer
hunt. One of the Indians is in front
knew him well, he was always the
strike
to
endeavoring
of the turkey
The Sunday evening class meetings same,
jovial, joking "Dick" Strong,
In
Another
stick.
a
with
bird
the
and the prayer meetings Wednesday
always
and
adverse to taking an actwith
outstretched
it
dian is behind
evenings will commence at 7:30 p.
ive part in politics, being a
g
arms, evidently guarding against an m. sharp.
democrat. While he could have had
escape from the rear.
J. M. Phipps and son, Joe, left this positions
without opposition,
he
The oictures of deer are very num
week
for Crow Creek where they ex- would never accept an office. The
animals
these
that
indicating
erous,
the next two or three last time the writer saw him was at
were plentiful in the southwest at pect
the funeral of the late Jesus G. Abreu,
were
months.
pictures
ancient
the
time
the
his old friend of pioneer days, at
geometri-l
strange
' Miss Blanche
drawn. There are
Wade, daughter of Rayado, a
few years when he said,
cal designs, which evidently nave Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Wade of Pueblo,
"there isn't many of us left now, soon
some meaning that has not been Colorado, is cashier and bookkeeper
we'll all be gone." At the time he
(athomed.
in a grocery store in that city.
made
the remark he was very much
me
are
.an
Dictographs
Near these
Jack Kelly left Monday for his effected over the death of his longcient ruins of San Cristobal, which
time friend.
are little visited, though they are work on the St. Louis, Rocky MounWith the death of this sturdy
r,
among the most accessible of the tain & Pacific railway.
the
is a
number
is
There
airain
rrditroH
ami
expected
is
It
that
southwest.
the
new
mill
of
in
the
ruins
very old pueblo, in ruins. In front of the Tusas will make a test run this there are mighty few of them left
who settled in this country during
this is the ruin of a stone wall. The week. Tres Piedras Mining Reportme civil war and prior to 1870.
wall
through
this
er,
was
main entrance
"Dick" Strong was a good man, a
There are smaller entrances, but evS. W. Thompson and E. P. Westo-b- y kind father and
in
case
only
a peaceable neigh- used
were
idently these
left the latter part of last week for bor, and there is no tnnK n
There is a large burof emergency.
the southern part of the county look- lasting reward laid up
old
of
an
ruin
for
along
him
the
and
ial ground
ing for bear or some other big game. Wltn the Chosen ones arnnnrt
The pictographs are the
church.
We at least expect to hear some big lestial
throne on high. Springer
main point of interest, however, and
stories when they return.
bear
otocKman.
tourthe
of
will well repay the visit
right-of-wa-
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The Lady On the Dollar

MONEY TO LOAN
Attention Cimarron citizens I have
just opened up a new Furniture store
and am prepared to sell cheaper than
any one, will sell on the

MARRON
Improvement Comp y

1

By

J. Foster

,

The Lady on the Dollar is the only friend that stays
And when you bid to her farewell, the friends of other days
Are waving at you from afar as you go round the btnd
For the Lady on the Dollar is your onliest best friend.

Installment Plan

The Lady on the Dollar pays your overdraft with smiles
And travels to your rescue all the weary weary miles
And when you cannot clasp her or her to others lend
Then the Lady on the Dollar is your onliest best friend.

Also have plenty of money to loan on
any good security, including furniture
carpets, etc. I will pay car fare to and

r!

'

Will Build a House to Suit and Sell it trYou on
Monthly Payments amounting to 2 per- - cent of first
cost with interest on what you owe at the rate of

from Raton, to any one buying

S50.00

Worth

The Lady on the Dollar keeps you good friends with your wifs
She's the only female in the world that between you makes no
strife.
The blackest millinery sky that over you may bend
Grows sunny if the Lady on the Dollar is your friend.

of

Goods, Including

In Cimarron

Purchasing $25.00
Worth of Goods
Raton Loan Office
ew

MRS. S. REDAK, Prop,
Roth Black
Raton, N, M.

St. James
Hotel
Cimarron, New Mexico

Comfotrable
Heated
Rooms
Good Meals
$2.00 Per Day
Hack Service to
Depot

IN SUNNY KANSAS.
Topeka, Feb. 4. This is the cold
est weather in this section of Kansas
Driving in open carriages the past
for two years.
At 6 o'clock this week without wraps has indeed been
morning, a temperature of two de a pleasure. The balmy breezes, the
grees below with a
wind bright sunshine, the clear, blue sky,
from the east, was accompaied. by
indeed, all nature seemed to unite to
heavy snowstorm.
Both the Santa beautify the days and evenings.
Fe and the Rock Island railway ofLadies on promenade these afterficials report their worst conditions
iiKwiis lie enjoying me nnglit sunon the Missouri division.
shine, and the light spring shirt waists
appear very neat and dainty, in the
OKLAHOMA VISITED BY
THE ICE KING MONDAY absence of wraps.
Oklahoma City, Feb. 4. This secDase ball and marbles are engaging
tion has experienced the coldest the attention uf the school boys these
weather of the season for the last two days. Children from colder climates,
days. A strong north wind has de- who are spending their first winter
veloped. Tin's morning the thermom- here, find roller coasting and rolle;
eter registered 11 degrees.
skates a delightful substitute for the
ice and snow of harsher climates.
NEBRASKA GETS FIRST
Building is going merrily on all
SNOW, WITH 4 BELOW
the time. Plasterers find no difficul
Neb., Feb. 4. Snow is
Omaha.
ty in getting an abundance of work
falling over Nebraska, with indicadone, and brick layers are at work
tions for a foot or more. The temearly and late with bare hands every
perature was 4 below last night.
y.
Considerable excavating is be
ing done.
SUPERIOR, WIS., GETS 40
DEGREES BELOW ZERO
Superior, Wis., Feb. 4. The thermometer for the first time this winter registered 40 below this morning.
EVEN SUNNY SPAIN HAS
COLDEST OF GENERATION
Madrid, Feb. 4 The coldest weath
er experienced in a generation is prevailing in Spain. Railroad communi
cation everywhere is interrupted.

Investigate
Leonard
Disaster
AND
Hayward Colorado Will Probe
General Merchandise
Fine Wines, Liquors
and Cigars.

First St

E'town

DRUGS
Send your orders for

Drugs, Patent
Medicines
Toilet Articles
Rubber Goods
Soaps and Perfumes, etc.
.to the

Raton Drug Co.
Stowe, Mgr.
Phone 572
Cor. Second and Park
Special and Prompt
Attention to Mail
Orders
L. D.

J. C. MARSH
Civil Engineer

Raton, New Mexico

W1Y PAY RENT?

A Weather Parallel

Pay Carfare One

Way to Any One

PER CENT PER ANNUM

10

The Lady on the Dollar stands between you and all woes
She silences your enemies; straight to their heart she goes
They squeeze her and caress her and to you they only bend
While the Lady on the Dollar is your onliest best friend.

Jewelry, Watches,' Diamonds, Silver
ware, Guns, Ammunition, Musical
Instrumenta of all kinds, Furniture
Carpets, Rugs, Springs, Mattresses
Comforts, Blankets, Pillows Trunks,
Suit cases, Razors. Strops, Brushes
New and Unredeemed clothing

Will

I

Primero Mine

be discovered.

Hon. Frank
parted on Xo.
afternoon for
Mrs. Springer
Feb. 16th, for

Cimarron, New Mexico

Cimarron

LUMBER CO,

New
sails

t

Wholesale and Retail
Lumber and Building
Material of Every Description and Builders' Hardware

Springer and wife de2 passenger train this

CIMARRON

York,
on the

whence
Baltic,
Florence,' Italy, on a
visit to her two daughters at present
sojourning in that city. Las Vegas
Optic.

LUMBER Co.
CIMARRON.

N. M.

HOMESTEADERS HAVE
THEIR TIME EXTENDED.

IF FIRST CLASS, WE'RE ON.
Raton Range:

Cimarron is to have
team. Surrounding towns
may expect to be challenged
very
soon. Chronicle-Xews- .

a baseball

When Jesse F. McDonald wa3
governor the Italian consul made a
similar protest, and this case has not WHAT NEWSPAPERS ACCOM
-PT.TST-rirwax tuto mam
is yet been settled.
i'i nil.
Here is a little reference to the remits of newspaper advertising taken
E. C. Crampton, Raton attorney from the "Autibiograpliy of a Busi
and chairman of the republican coun- ness .Man trom the current number
ty committee of Colfax county, has f Everybody's magazine. It is worth
little attention from the average
been engaged by the republican ter
ritorial central committee to repre- business man:
'For a number of years I adver
sent the interests of Delegate An- dreks in the contest of Larrazolo vs. tised only in my windows and 111
Andrews for the litter's seat in the some of the street cars, because
did
sixtieth congress in which hearings not feel that I could afford to advertise in the daily papers. Two years
are now pending in Colfax county.
ago last September, I was having a
cravcnetle coat sale, and I succeeded
The Tucumeari Xews and Times
for a couple of weeks about
have bttcome one paper and are in- fifty coats a day. I thought I would
corporated under the name of the Tu- try a column ad in one of the evencumeari Printing company. This is ing papers.
The next day this cola wise change as few new communi- umn ad appeared in one of the eventies can support two papers especialing papers, and by the bys. it was
ly, as in this case, two of the same not the one that had the largest cirpolitical
belief.
Tucumeari culation in Chicago; I selected that
The
s
is a good bright paper paper that this ad appeared in be
and is worthy of support in
cause they gave me a low rate, but
they agreed to give my ad a good
n

1

News-Time-

Cimarron
Improvement Com'y

j

Washington, I). C, Jan. 27. Per
sons who have made homestead enDenver, Colo., Feb. 2. In response try on land in the states of .North Da
kota, South Dakota, Idaho, Minnesoto a protest made by Count I'asimale
ta, Montana, Washington and WyoCorte, the Italian consul for Colora ming, where the period in
which they
do, representing both Italy and Aus- were required by law to
establish
tria, Governor Buchtel this evening their residence expires after Decemnstructed Coal Mine Inspector Jones ber I, 1906, are granted under a joint
resolution passed by the house today,
to go to Primero and investigate
until May 15, 190;, in which to make
thoroughly the mine explosion there settlement.
last week in which twenty Italians
The provision also applies to soldiers' declaratory statements.
and Austrians lost their lives.
A coroner's jury has already ex
onerated the Colorado Fuel & Iron
company, the owners ot tne mine,
but the consul believes that the re
sponsibility for the explosion should

For Further Information Address The

.JL
a

position in the paper.
The result
was the next day the sales, which
formerly had been about fifty coats
a day, jumped to 14.', and in fifty
days I sold over 3.500 rain coats.
"F'r the year following that sale
continued to advertise in tins one
paper.
felt that
Last fall
could
afford to invent say about $5,000 in
advertising in some of the oilier paI
pers.
us.'d three morning papers
and three evening papers, the best in
Chicago.
The results have been
something phenomenal.
did not
have to invest the $5.000. The profits
I
came hack from the newspaper advertising before their bills came in.
and I do not figure today that I have
in advertising."
a dollar invested
1

1

Work has been commenced on the
new Harvey eating house and hotel,
The hotel will contain twenty guest
rooms besides a large dining and
lunch room and will be equipped with
all modern conveniences.
The hotel will cost S.ti.ooo.

JLIART,

AN1 COUNSELLOR
AT LAW,
DISTRICT ATTORNEY, FOCRTH niHTRIO
RATON, NEW MEXICO
CVOOlce. Flrt trH. Pontofflee B'oc

BADGER

&

CRANE

Your order will receive prompt attention
if you wijl write us stating about what
(iti wish in our line.
Our prices are as
low as we can possibly make tnem. We
handle Wall Paper, l'aints, Oils, Varnish,
Picture Goods. We do first class Picture
Framing, Painting and Paper Hanging.

I

NEW HARVEY HOUSE
AT WELLINGTON, KANSAS.

mmmmmmm

& CRANE
BADGER
RATON. N. M.
I

J.

S. WILSON

j

General

t

Blacks mithing,

Wagon and Carriage

Re-

pairing Neatly Executed
New Rigs Built to Order.
Horseshoeing. Plow Work

JLMKK K. TUDLEY,
COUNSELOR AT LAW
Raton, New Moxlco.
Special itudy mide of Minino
WATEB RIGHTS,

Ü

and

CIMARRON

NEW MEXICO
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A PROSPEROUS TOWN, THE GATEWAY TO THE LAND OF OPPORTUNITY
--

J
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Colfax County, New Mexico, is an old town
CIMARRON,taken a new lease on life since the coming of the
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railroad. It lies at
the edge of the timbered foothills on the southern slope of the
Rocky Mountains and is protected from storms and blizzards by a
spur of that Range. It is most ideally and strategically located at
the entrance to the last great pass through the Rocky Mountains and as if in confirmation of the old saying that "the last is
always best? the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Railway
Company in acquiring this pass have secured the best and shortest
line of all to the Pacific coast. And the Railroad has shown its
appreciation of the advantages and possibilities of Cimarron and
its confidence in the future of the place by selecting it forks
General Headquarters and for the location of its shops, and they
have been wise, for Cimarron is the center of a region which has
every resource one could ask. To the west are extensive deposits
of gold, copper and iron ore, which with the facilities for shipping
now afforded by the railroad will bring good returns even when
shipped to distant smelters and rich returns when smelters are

Supply of Cimarron and vicinity is unlimited and
the quality (or all uses is unsurpassed by any locali- ty in the world. Following is an analysis of water
from Cimarron by R. W. Hunt & Company:
GRAINS PER

INCRITSTINO
SOLIDS

cieiUm sulphate

-

-

-

-

-

Calcium Chloride
Magnesium Carbonate
Magne8um siPbate
Magnesium Chloride
Iron and Alumina
Silica
Sugpended Matter
Total

Sodium Chloride
Sodium Carbonate
Sodium Nitrate
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The Railroad shops are almost completed.

A lumber yard
has been started and is supplying the daily increasing demand for
building material. A construction company capable of putting up
houses, store buildings and other structures on short notice has
been organized for the accomodation of parties who want buildings quick.

uiiuimiiiuu

HiiiiiiiiiftiiHiiifiiiiiiiiN

And the largest and finest coal fields in the southwest. The
latter have been developed to the extent that mines and coke ovens
are producing coal and coke by the train load.
Cimarron lies midway between the mineral and the coke,

An Improvement Company will build houses for those who
with to purchase on deferred payments.

miles or less for each.
with a down hill haul of twenty-fiv- e
To the East and South of Cimarron are hundreds of thousands of acres of rich alluvial lands that only need the application
of the water or the skill of the dry farmer to make of them one
vast garden spot. The soil is a deep sandy loam, with a clay subsoil, and needs no fertilizing other than that furnished by the
water from the mountain stream. Pomacious fruits grown on these
same lands took the First Prize at the World's Columbian Exposi-

A number

of houses have beeen erected and more are
under way but'these are snapped up as fast as they can be finished; the demand for houses, already far in excess ot the supply is increasing daily and there is an excellent opportunity
for investment in building houses to rent or sell.

I

j

Daily trains carry passengers, freight and express and
will carry the mail in a short time. The railroad runs through
the middle of the town and saloons are restricted to the south
side of the track.
The St. Louis, Rocky mountain if Pacific intersects
three important railway systems which are ten, thirty and
seventy miles from Cimarron, thus affords ample and comprehensive transportation facilities.
A new railroad, the Cimarron & Northwestern,will be built
at once to tap the timber and mining districts of the upper Ponil
and the Southern part of Colorado.
Building material and fuel are abundant and cheap.
There is clay for brick, and limestone for lime. An unlimited
supply of building stone is easily quarried along the line of the
rail road within a few miles of the townv There are tracts of
pine timber as yet untouched which excell any others in the
Southwest. Hundreds of thousands of cattle range on every
side. Hunting and fishing in the hills and streams nearby is
good. The scenery in the mountains is magnificent and the
country offers every attraction to the lover of outdoor life.

'

'

tion at Chicago.
In the Taos Valley, forty miles west, on similar land so irrigated, the Pueblo Indians have raised good crops of wheat year
in and year out without rotation of crops and without the use of
any fertilizer other than the water, for over 300 years, and this
same wheat was pronounced the best in quality, of any exhibited
at the World's Fair in St. Louis.
To the west of Cimarron the mountains rise to an altitude
of from 9,000 to 14,000 feet and from these mountains flow never
failing streams of pure water, at once sugestive of cheap power
and of irrigation.
Cimarron lies midway between the sources of these streams
and these rich lands so well adapted to the culture of the sugar
beet, fruit, alfalfa and grain. It is a beautiful and healthful country to live in and the outlook is doubly attractive to both capital
and labor because development has only just begun.

While it is only recently that regular trains began running into Cimarron, business is such that the railroad
has proven very profitable, and already the town has been
work has been commenced on the grading of the streets, a
newspaper has been started, a temporary water system supplying
very excellent water both for drinking purposes and for use in
boilers, as shown by the accompanying analysis by R. W. Hunt &
Co., has been installed. The capacity of this system is sufficient to
supply the needs of the town for a year by which time a new and
permanent system, conveying water, through wooden stave pipes,
from reservoirs in the mountains, will be in operation. Commodious ad convenient stock yards have been completed and are in
use. A freight depot has been erected, and a passenger depot will
be built at once.
re-platt-
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built at Cimarron
To the North and West, from five to fifty miles, are pine

j
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2.6896
1.4580
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Sodium Sulphate
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Calcium Carbonate
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boasts of a climate unequaled elsewhere in
The summers are never too hot and the winters while crisp and cold at times are full of sunshine. The
streets of Cimarron slope gently to the East and there is a slightly
more pronounced fall to the South on the avenues so that excel-ledrainage is assured.
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Í CIMfMRON MERCANTILE

My mountain home, I'll sing of thee,
For thou art very dear to me,
And when afar away I roam,
My heart yearns for my mountain
'
home.

Store

The Big General Merchandise

I

CO.

Dry Goods
Clothing
Hardware
Furniture
Groceries

Sweet home, I love thy

1

d

Tiy rocky paths

and dashing creeks;
thy valleys deep and green,
Where wild flowers beautiful are
I love

seen.

Hay and Grain

f.

snow-cappe-

peaks,

Queensware

We Solicit Your Trade

MOUNTAIN HOME.
By Eliska Coe.

the cheerful meadow-larWhose song is heard from dawn till
dark;
gentle sigh,
I love the
When touched by breezes passing by.
I love

W. BROOKS, Mgr.

k,

pine-tree-

First National Bank)
Raton, New Mexico

's

And even in the dead of night,
A feeling of half awe, half fright,
Steals o'er me when the coyote's
wail
Rings mournful on thi midnight gale.

hear the thunder crash and roar,
The raindrops now begin to pour!
But soon the shower will pass away,
And then, how beautiful thedayt
I

Oh, home, sweet home, with lovely
skies,

Thou are so near to paradise!
And God, through nature, teaches me
The wonders of his works to see.
The writer of the above pretty
lines is a Raton girl who has been
blmd from birth yet who ia cheerful
and happy nnd an accomplished
musician as well as a lover of nature.
They are printed in appreciation of
the effort made by their author in
their production which appreciation
we feel sure the public will share.

$100.000

Capital Paid Up

$60.000

Surplus and Profits (Earned)

$800.000

Deposits

Oldest and Largest Bank in 'Northern New, Mexiee.
Connection.
Safety Dliposis Box-si&
St. Louis, Rocky
S.
Ky.,
T.
F.
A,
Depositary for the
Mountain ft Pacific Ry., and Coal Companies, Territory
of New Mexico, and County of Colfax.
Accounts from Merchants, Corporations, Individuals, and
Ranchmen received on favorable terms. Interest paid
If any change is contemplated in
on time peposits.
present banking arrangements please correspond with us.

C. N. BLACK WELL,

MUDGE SAYS ITS A SCARCITY
OF MEN AND NOT CARS
"The scarcity of men to handle the
engines and trains has been more
than anything responsible for the inability of the railroads to handle
traffic in Oklahoma, and other parts
of the country during the past year.
With the increased scarcity of labor,
the quality of it is deteriorating, resulting in the railroads being compelled to take what they can get."
Such was the statement of H. U.
Mudge, vice president of the Rock
Island, during his examination concerning the physical condition of the
Rock Island lines in Oklahoma and
Indian Territory.

Cashier

THE BIG STORE

THUNDER AND CONTENTION,

Always the Leaders in
GOOD GOODS and

PRICES

LOW
Pre-Invento-

Reduc-

ry

Now

tion Sale

On

...Cohn Brothers...

j

COMPANY

MERCANTILE

ÍRaton

Mining

New Mexico

-

The Cimarron Mountain
company, whose mines, the Thunder
and Contention groups, are near
Cimarron, write us that they intend
opening up the mines this spring and
summer in an extensive manner putting in suitable machinery and preparing to get their ore production on
i shipping basis. The ominous names
of these mines would portend an
aggressive policy on the part of the
owners which augurs well for the
Cimarron camp. The names of the
officers of the Cimarron Mountain
company are: Justus S.
Mining
Stearns, president; Charles C. Hopkins, vice president; Franklin S.
secretary and treasurer;
Porter,
Quincy A. Smith, George W. Stone,
Franklin S.
Charles C. Hopkins,
Porter, John Morrow, Thomas D.
Leib, directors, and the office of the
company is at Lansing, Michigan.

Raton News Notes

THE ANTLERS SALOON
John Livingston, Proprietor
NKAK KOl'KY MOUNTAIN

DKi'OT J

Fine Liquors and Cigars
5

5

5

Cimarron,

New Mexico

wwwwwwwxwwwwl

Litt rell. Livingston

i

...MEAT MARKET...

From the Raton Range. .
Mrs. Marion Littrell will entertain
at a large card party on next Tuesday afternoon at her homo on Third
and Rio Grande avenues.
Mrs. Elijah Johnson is very low at
present and it is not expected that she
can again rally as before as she has
become very weak indeed.
Mrs. Sinnock, wife of Rev. J. W.
Sinnock, who has been quite ill for
tb.3 past two weeks is sightly improved in health but will le col fined
to her home for some time yet.
Miss Mary Lynch, of Trinidad left
Raton for a visit to Cimarron on Friday where she will look over the opportunities for business investment.
Cy Dawson, a brother of Manley
M. Dawson, of Hayden Colorado.
s ent a few days in Raton this week
uid has gone to Cimarron to visit hU
.ister, Mrs. Frederic Whitney and
Vlr. Whitney.
Safe-Cracke-

rs

are

Taken Into Custody

Cimarron,

New Mexico j

bet-

ter.
D. W. Jackson is in Raton today,
Mis. F. F. Faliug rode over to
Crow Creek Saturday for á visit with
borne folks.
Arthur Rogers made a business
trip to Raton Tuesday.
Wm, Ruston and family left Thurs
day for California. They expect to
be gone several weeks.
Mrs. Klynsma has sold her farm of
one hundred and sixty acres to John
Hazenberg who will take possession
at once.
Geo. Littrell, wife and daughter,
Miss Florence, spent Saturday and
Sunday with relatives in Cimarron.
Mrs. Bert Rogers is spending a few
davs with friends and relatives in
Raton.
Dan Jackson has the contract to do
a b'
lot of ditch work for Ruston
and Bryant this spring.
Mrs. Lige Littrell has received the
sad intelligence that her father, who
lives in Missouri, had gotten his leg
broken in an accident.
Billy Whiteman from the Ponil
country was a business visitor in
Maxwell Tuesday and Wednesday.
C. O. Ficher, county school super
intendent, visited our school yester
day and went out to visit the Hard- scrabble Bchool today.
Grant Shahan has bought the
Clark Spencer place on the Vermejo
and will move to it right away.
Mrs. T, B. Simmons returned from
Weston, Col , Sunday. Her father is
better, but. still quite ill.
Henry Livran, of Chico, was here
Sunday od his return from Routt
county, Col. On his arrival here he
learned that his babe was danger
ously ill and a doctor from Springer
had been called.
The people down here semi to
think summer is at hand. Hot beds
are making and incubators working.
Mrs. Michel and Mrs. Van Bouggen
have young chicks already.
A, L. Mix received yesterday a
White Plymouth
crate of twenty-fivThey are from a
Rock pullets.
famous povltry farm in Indiana and
are beauties. He has tbout fifty in
his pens'now and they are all standard bred.
Dixie,

cap-ure-

c;i-.- e

C. A. Whited

Gold and Silversmith
Hi

The Finest and Best Goods at the Least Money They
Can be Sold For Aaywhere. Watch Inspectors for A.
T. & S.' F. Ry., and S. L. If. M. & P. Ry.

New Mexico

Raton,

Frank

A. Maimbaugh

Civil and Consulting Engineer

Cimarron.

N. M.

Plans, Specifications, Surveys, Estimates, Inspection, Superintendence, lor
Sewerage systems, Water works, Dams, Re- servoirs, Canals
Landscape Work

Parks

for

Municipal Work

Examination and Reports made of Coal,
eral and Timber Properties

Min-

The Lobby Saloon & Cafe
CHARETTE & BRACKET!, Props.

Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars. Billiard
Room In Connection

Short Order Cafe Open Day and Night

J. R. Charette

&

Bro.

General Merchandise
OUR. MOTTO: "Live and Let Live"

.

e

Recital and Musical.
A recital aud musical will be given
at Dawson school house on the evening of February nineteenth for the
benefit of the Dawson city church.
A fine program has been arranged in
which the Dawson Military Band,
Miss Florence Xelle Davis, formerly
of Raton, Proff. D. L. Lucas, Mrs
Lucas, Louis Heasel, Pauline Doman
and Mrs. Kenneth Brown take part.
Refreshments will be served at the
conclusion by the Ladies Aid society.
This will doubtless be a pleasant entertainment and shows a commendable and progressive spirit in the
growing town of Dawson.

Japanese Buried
By Countrymen
Anka Tamoihi, Japanese laborer
aged 25 was seriously injured on
Wednesday last while laying steel at
Des Moines and was removed to St.
L. R. M & P. Hospital at Gardiner
where he died on Thursday. The
body was taken to Johnson &, Fr
Undertaking rooms in Raton and
there prepared for burial.
The funeral was held from Johnson
& Fry chapel, the Rev. Wm. Race of
church officiating.
the Methodist
About fifty of the countrymen of the
de eased atttended the funeral and in
carriages accompanied the remains to
Fairmont cemetery. There were no
services at the grave. As the coflin
was lowered every Japanese present
sifted a handful of earth on the coffiu
as it lay in the grave.
A spirit of seriousness and rever
ence closely pervaded during the
funeral and burial of this stranger in
a strange land, who had no relatives
present but had many true hearted
countrymen to sorrowfully follow him
to his rest.
The Historical Society of New Mex
ico are out in a Deat card of invitation
to all persons to attend public meetings in the chamber of the House of
Representatives on Tuesday evenings
February 19 and 2Ub at 8 o'clock
They also state that the rooms of the

Thc
Silver City, X. M.. Feb.
nen who attempted to crack the San-- a
here last
Fe sale at the depot
Wednesday night have all been
society are open e"very day at the Pal
after some of the hardest and ice.
levereM work ever done by the of
iccrs of Grant and I .una counties
E. Collins, of Dawson, has taken
'our nnn were captured and one of the position of manager for the
o
hcc, McKenzie, is believed to be
Mercantile store at Yankee.
and an experienced crook. Yankee
ard
Vlr Collins has for some time boeii
of
Ic was undoubtedly the leader
'ie gam?, and it is believed he is the assistant manager forthe Duwsni
Mercantile Co. at Dawson.
anted for work elsewhere.
4.--

Fresh and salt meats and supplies.
Prices the lowest in the county.

MAXWELl CITY.

Fine weather, it could not b

SEASONABLE GOODS

Men's fine ribbed underwear, good warm goods, the kind
usually sold for $1.25 a suit, will go the rest of the season at

85c
MEN'S BOOTS
$0,00 grades in cowboys' and miners' boots, the best wearers
and good styles, we are selling for

$4.50
MEN'S OVERALLS
B;st heavy drill, without bins, the

75c grade, we want you to wear 'em

50c per pair

Heavy drill bib overalls, mighty good valtip, worth 51.25 in any
market, we are selling them at

75

FINE GROCERIES

cents
(EL

CANNED GOODS

and the prices are lower
Our line of groceries i?
than many towns farther east. In canned goods and fancy
groceries our line is unexcelled. Fresh ranch eggs, at low
Topeka Creamery Butter at 35c per pound.
j. rices.
Our warehouse is full of feed hay and grain, and the prices
are very 'off.

Charette
J. R. Cimarron,

& Bro.

New Mexico

LITTRELL BROS.
Harness and Saddlery
Harness Sundries
The Best Line of Saddles in Colfax
We do not carry a cheap
County,
eastern make of saddles, but the celebrated Flynn Pueblo Sadies, which we

Sell at Pueblo Prices
We have in atock the best goods, and
our piices range from $35 to $Co.oo
We meet all mail order prices, quality of
goods considered, and sate you freight

Littrell Bros.
CIMARRON. NEW MEX.

9

MINING PROSPECTS
LOOKING

BETTER.

The owners of the Thunder and
Contention groups of mines in this
county write us that they will develop their mines extensively during
the coming season. In fact, there is
every prospect of a prosperous year
in the mining districts of the coun
ty. The vicinity of Cimarron already
presents a busy appearance in min
Sng lines, and every district is look'
ing up. The added possibilities de
rived from the new transportation
facilities will make mining better
than even in the most prosperous
days.

REVISION OF GAME
LAWS OF TERRITORY
Bill Provides for Issuance of Hunter's Licenses Changes in the
Open Seasons.
What is by far the most voluminous bill that has so far been taken
under consideration by the Thirty-sevent- h
Legislative Assembly is the
one introduced last week in ' the
house of representatives by Speaker
Baca and designed as House Bill No.
22. The proposed new game and fish
law was drafted by Territorial Game
and Fish Warden William E. Griffin.
It contains a total of ill chapters relating to the different provisions of
the act. A feature of the bill is making it a misdemeanor for any person
to go hunting in the territory without
having in possession a hunter's license.

Professional taxidermists will also
be required to have a license. The
open season for most game is also
changed, although the length of time
remains the same in every instance.
Antelopes, elk, ptarmigan, introduced
pheasants, wild pigeons and Bob
White quail are protected until 1920.
Prairie chickens are protected until
season
191 5. There shall be no open
fpr beaver, mountain sheep and mountain goats.
The open seasons are designated
as follows:
"Deer with horns from September
No
IS to October 31 of each year.
one is allowed to kill more than one
deer.
"Antelope with horns from September IS to October 15 of each year,
commencing with the year 1920.
"Elks with horns from November
t to November 30 of each year, commencing with the year 1920.
"Grouse, wild turkeys, native or
fpssina. Ca lfornia or hel
rrostcH
met quail, from November I to Jan
uary IS following in each year.
"Ptarmigan from October I to No
vember 30 of each year, commencing
with the year 192"Bob White quail from October I
to October 31 of each year, commenc
ing with the year 1920.
Prairie chickens from September I
to November 30 of each year, com
mencing with the year 1915.
"Wild pigeons from September
to October 31 of each year, commenc
ing with the year 1920.
"Wild ducks, geese, brant, swan
crane, snipe, curlew, plover, and all
species of water fowl and shore birds
from September 15 to April 55 of
each year.
"Trout, all species, and bass, large
and small mouthed, from May IS to
October 15 of each year."
Dn. of the sections referring to
the licensing of hunters is as follows:
"It shall be unlawful for any per
son, after the passage of this act, to
shoot or engage in hunting any game
nrotected by law in this territory
without first obtaining a license per
mitting him or her to do so, and no
owner, proprietor, lessee or occupant
of private lands or grants shall ac
quire any privilege or rights over
game or fish thereon by reason of the
ownership, proprietorship, leasing or
occupancy of such private lands or
grants, not enjoyed by the general
public except as permuted by the pro
visions of this act in relation thereto.'
The residence general hunting li
censes are placed at $2.50 and the res
ident bird hunting license at 51.25.
hunters are required to
pay $25 for a general hunting license
and $10 for a bird hunting license.
-

Important
.Measures

1903 relative to domestic and foreign
corporations.
House Bill Number 46 was intro
duced by Mr. Walters, an act rela
tive to religious, benevolent and
charitable organizations.
Houe sBill Number 47 was intro
duced by Mr. Holt, an act to provide
for the revision of the laws of the
territory.
Of
Mr. Abbott of Santa Fe then asked
permission, which was granted, to in
While a number of important mea troduce a petition ot 1,000 signers
sures have been introduced in both asking the assembly to oppose the
branches of the legislature this week, changing of the county seat of, Tor
no important legislation has occured rance county. The petition was re
The district attorney's bill is still in, a ceived.
Under the order of bills on their
quiescent state.
third reading. House Bill Number 14
Among the important measures to was read in full by the chief clerk,
be considered by the present legislaIt is an act relative to corporations
ture is a bill intoduced in the house and monopolies previously intrp
by Mr. Beach which has for its ob duced by Mr. Holt. Upon motion
of Mr. Holt duly seconded, the roll
ject the prevention of fraud in the
was called and the bill passed the
weighing and measuring of fuel.
house by a unanimous "aye" vote.
The bill is entitled an act creating
House Bill Number 10, previously
weights
of
inspector
and
the office of
by Mr. Beach, having
introduced
measures in the several counties of been reported unfavorably by
the
New Mexico.
It provides that the
on judiciary, was not read
committee
o"f
each coun
county commissioners
again but to make sure that the
ty may appoint such an inspector
measure was properly disposed of,
a
who shall receive salary of $100 per
Mr. Holt, in a motion duly seconded
1 his inspector will make
year.
his
and carried, asked that the bill be
inspecting
the
rounds
tabled indefinitely, "thus killing the
systems of weights and measures in
proposed act.
use among the fuel dealers and after
each trip of inspection in his county,
he will receive fifty dollars.
HOLDING COURT
In speaking of the bill Mr. Beach
WITHOUT FUNDS.

Are Being Introduced
At Present Session
the Legislature

semi-annual-

said:

"I do not know how it is in some
parts of the territory but there are
sections of New Mexico wliere a
man is as apt to get 1,500 pounds of
coal when ordering a ton as he is
to get 2,000.
"Even the fuel dealers .favor the
bill. The honest fuel dealer who
gives lull measure and wcignr, is
then no longer at the mercy of him
who gives short measure and weight.
I am going to push the bill through
as rapidly as possible and I hope to
see it enacted into a law in the near
future."
The committee reported favorably
on Council bill niimber 15, an act for
the abolishment of Torrance county
and the formation of a new Torrance
county with a county scat at Willard
nstcad of Estancia.
Council Bill Number 22, introduced
by Mr. Chaves, an act to amend sec
tion 1425 of the laws of 1897 relative
to marriage. The bill provides that
shall not
Caucasians and Negroes

marry.
Council Bill Number 23, introduced
by Mr. Chaves, an act relative to depositions for use in foreign states.
Council Bill Number 24, introduced
by Mr. Cameron, an act to amend
section 1370 of the compiled laws of
1897, relative to. the enforcing of the
Sunday law.
Council Bill Number 25, introduced
by Mr. Cameron, an act to permit incorporated cities, towns and villages
to issue business licenses.
Council Bill Number 26, introduced
by Mr. Cameron, an act to prohibit
1
gambling in New Mexico.
Council Bill Number 27, introduced
by Mr. Dalies, an act to permit the
territory to loan to Torrance county
the sum of $2,000 to defray the expenses of the district court now in
session which otherwise would nave
to adjourn for want of funds.

to adjournment, the
house was called to order at 2 o'clock
this afternoon by Speaker Baca. The
roll was read by Chief Clerk Staplin,
all answering present except Mr.
Mirabel. The journal of the previous
day was read in English and Spanish
and upon motion duly seconded and
carried, was ordered approved as
House Bill Number 41 was intro
duccd by Mr. Sanchez of Taos, an
act relating to public highways and
bridees. and to supply means for

their maintenance.
The committee on judiciary, Mr
Holt, chairman, reuorted favorably
upon House Bill Number 14, an act
orohibitinir conspiracy against trade
and recommended the bill's passage
The judiciary committee also report
ed unfavorably on .House Bill Num
ber 10, an act to modify the Sunday
closing law.
House Resolution Number 4 was
introduced by Mr. Beach, a measure
to instruct the governor to use his
influence in having district attorneys
THE CHAMPION TRAPPERS.
enforce the Sunday law.
House Bill Number 42 was intro
duced by Mr. Abbott of Santa Fe,
Oscar Roberson, of Urton, N. M, an act to exempt charitable and re
aged 12, and his brother, Marvin, ligious institutions from making an
aged 8, sons of R. L. Roberson, liv- nual reports and paying fees thereing two miles south of town are the for.
House Bill Number 43 was intro
champion trappers of their age in the
they duced by Mr. Abbott of Santa Fe, an
Last Thursday
southwest.
caught a monster lobo wolf in a trap act to provide for the taking of a
and next morning followed him five school censas.
House Bill Number 44 was intro
miles, when they proceeded to disduced by Mr. Gallegos, an act to
patch the huge beast with a
rifle which was accomplished at the amend chapter 2 of the session laws
first shot. They then removed the of 1901 relative to filling vacancies
pelt and returned home in triumph. in county offices.
House Bill Number 45 was introThis makes the twelfth wolf caught
by Mr. Walters, an act to
boys
duced
These
winter.
by these lads this
amend section 1 14 of the laws of
deserve great credit. Urton
Non-reside- nt

er

ST. LOUS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN & PACINC

News Notes
Stockman
Chas. Colgrove is here this week
from his home at Cimarron.
Matt Heck was in town from the
ranch near Cimarron Monday.

one-fift-

New Newspaper

For Town of Urton
The Urton Record is the newest
addition to the newspapers of the
Sunshine territory. Vol. I, No. I of
The Record reached its subscribers
this week, and contains the following salutatory:
"SALUTATORY."
"Here we are. This is a sure sign
that The Record has arrived. We'll
not begin by intimating that we don't
know how the world got along before
The Record made its apeparance;
neither is it ur excuse that we desire
want nothing of
to fill a long-fethe kind, but we place The Record
before the people of the community
because the community requires it,
the era requires it and we have simply j
gut 10 luaKc a living tur our lauiiiy.
The latter is a serious matter. You
need a local paper, we need your
We s1ial
shekels a fair exchange.
endeavor by the help of everybody
and his neighbors, and a big bunch of
folks "back yander," to give you a
paper that will reflect credit upon the
town and community. We are sure to
make lots of mistakes we are hu
mans. We are not going to print all
the news not ready for our family
to collect our life insurance.
"But we will, give you the best in
the shop, and promise to let the outside world know that there is a town
down here in the 'Sunshine Territory
bearing the name of Urton.
when you are
"Call at the print-shoin town. Jfou will find the latch-strin- g
on the outside. Tell us what
s happening in your neighborhood.
Remember the editor cannot make a
live paper, unassisted any mre than
one person can make a community.
Greet us with the glad hand andverily
great shall be your reward. Selah."
lt

p

Wells Fargo
Train No.
S.5W

4.U0
4 25

from
Raton

1

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

p.m.

6 45 p.m.

Imth..

"

'

Train No.
ArrivM

Leave...
Arrives

Lhvm.
Arrive,
Learn
Uave...

li.

41
47

Airve.

1

CIM .KRON

.'

.'.'.'.Leave.

p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
11 IB) a.m.
10 25 a.m.
10.15 a.m.
45 a.m.
.25 a.m.

Connect with El Paw 4 SoutweMern By. train 124. arriving in Pawon, N
at
Connect with El Paso fc SonthwNlem Ky. Train No. 123. leavirg Davtaoñ, K.M..
Jt at
W A. GORMAN,

to go fishing.

Gen.

i

li

....Arrive
.. Arrive

Arrive

Express

12.30
"1
11.40
11.30
11.10

.... Leave
I Leave
I Arrive

Lvm

20

5.3) p.m.

5.45 pm.
tj 3.55
p.m.

STATION

1

4.38 p.m.
5.00 p.m.

Some of the boys are taking ad t
t
vantage of the nice weather this week

COMPANY

Schedule

Dally

W. A. Vance was in the city rfom
his ranch home near Roy a portion
of this week.

10

HI

p.m.
6 a.m.

P. At,

Katon. New Mexico

Mason

Chase was a visitor in
Springer from his home near Cimar-

ron Wednesday.
J. C. King came down from Raton
Thursday for a little vacation in the
fishing line.

Have the Plans. Specifications
And SUPERINTENDENCE of your RESIDENCE,
BUSINESS BLOCKS, BUILDIMGS of all kinds
and BRIDGES, and your MAPS, PLATS, BLUE
PRINTING and DRAFTING done by

Some people do, but there is no use
of it, getting in company that is not
a credit to them.

Herbert P. Green,

Emmett Stansel and wife are visit
ing with relatives at Cisco, Texas, going down last week.

....Architect....
Raton, New MexicQ

Office and Residence Phonea
Mrs. Charles Cunningham and little All Work Promptly Executed
son arrived home the first of the
week from their visit at Cimarron.

dealers and consumers will be able
Behind Council Bill Number 27, to cut and store away any ice this
introduced by Mr. Dalies in the winter, unless unusual weather yet
council recently and which has pass comes during this month.
ed that body, is a story of considera
A number of the friends of Miss
ble interest. The bill is entitled an
Fay
Alhlredge tendered 'her a sur
act for the relief of Torrance counprise party at her home Thursday
ty, and there is a precedent for its
evening and all present very much en
introduction and passage.
The district court for Torrance joyed a pleasant evening.
county is now in session and there
Capt. Wis, Ruston, wife and child,
are a number of important murder of the Acorn ranch on the Vermejo,
cases to come up before it.
left last week for California, where
However, Mr. Dalies stated that they expect to enjoy themselves a
there were only enough court funds few weeks at points of interest on the
on hand to pay for the organizing of coast.
the session and that if more money
There is a law prohibiting minors
could not be obtained, Judge Matin
would adjourn court for the term. entering saloons in this territory. The
The bill introduced by Mr. Dalies local authorities have been asked to
provides for the authorization of a enforce it. The law makes the saoan of $2,000 to Torrance county loonkeeper liable when he permits
years of age
by the territory for the purpose of boys under twenty-on- e
paying the expenses of the court. to loiter around his place of business.
The indebtedness thus incurred by
Little George Warder entertained
the county is to be paid back in the quite a bunch of his young friends on
following manner:
Tuesday afternoon in honor of his
The loan from the territorial treas ninth birthday, and they all had a nice
ury ..is to draw interest of 5 per cent time. His mamma had prepared a
per annum, payable
nice lunch for them, which they very
The bill also authorizes the county much appreciated. Some of them are
commissioners of Torrance county to wondering how soon George's birthh
part of day will come again.
make a levy for a
the indebtedness annually which said
Inside
Kansas
levy is to be devoted to paying inter
information A
est and principal on the borrowed newspaper tells this story on a broth
court fund. This money is to be er editor:
Une day his compositor
turned over to the territorial treasur- came to him and said there was a
er by the county treasurer anil duly tramp at the door who said he had
credited to the account against Tor- had nothing to eat for six days.
Fetch him in,' said the editor, 'if we
rance county.
find out how he does it we can run
the paper for another week.' "
-

RAILWAY

Passenger

Candido Olona shipped in and
housed away two carloads of ice this
week.

Mrs. A. L. Harmon and Miss Ma
mie Dillon went up to Katon Wed
Bill Introduced by Mr. Dalies Must nesday afternoon for a short visit returning Thursday afternoon..
Become Law Before Wednesday
Night or Term Will End.
It is hardly probable that local

Pursuant

read.

Springer

Schroeder's Drugstore
Raton New Mexico

For anything you need in Drugs, Medicines or Toitet Articles, etc. Our Stock is complete and our Prices are right
Special attenlion given to Optical Work, and Satikattion
Always Given.
Spanish Spoken

Dr. Geo. C. Roberts

Manager

Remsberg Mercantile
Company zzzz
Wholesale Grocers
are prepared to ship immediately straight
or mixed cars of anything in Groceries, Flour,
We

Hay. Grain, Salt, Potatoes, Salt Meats, Lard,.

Prompt and Special Attention
Always Given to our Orders

Raton,

New Mexico

C.T. ErDWARDS
RESTAURANT
AND BAKERY

Opposite Lambert Hotel
First Class Meals. 35c

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
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CIMARRON
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
General Contractors
Operates in all the Towns In the

Territory

S. E. PELPHREY
Gen'l Manager

Cimarron.

N. M.

THE CIMARRON NEWS

AND

PRESS

Published every Thursday at Cimarron, New Mexico
By the CIMARRON PUBLISHING COMPANY
SUBSCRIPTION TWO DOLLARS PER YEAR
DISPLAY ADVERTISING 15 CENTS PER INCH

PURE FOOD LAW.
An interesting discussion on what
the pure food laws, which went into
effect January I, will do, was contained in the Chicago Record Herald.
"As soon as the legal kinks are taken
out of the situation," the writer says,
"the public will actually find itself
getting what it pays for." Think what
a hardship this will work on the inventor of the wooden nutmeg; the
producers of canned chicken made of
calf and the manufacturers of
whisky. "No piece of legislation ever affected so many people in
such a direct way as this pure food
law."
There is not the least doubt
that if the year finds the pure food
law , rigidly enforced, all of us will
know precisely what we are eating
whis-kylc-

v

EDITORIAL v

Delegate Andrews has introduced a WHAT
NEWSPAPERS ACCOM
bill in the house granting an increase
PUSHED FOR THIS MAN.
of pension to Maria C. Lopez.
Here is a little reference to the remits of newspaper advertising taken
A postoffice has been established
from the "Atitibiography of a Busiat Camp Monarch, Grant county, N.
ness Man"' from the current number
M. Wallace Perry was named postof Everybody's magazine'. It is worth
master.
a littie attention from the average

New Mexico is the

COM NG

ss

of the United States. Colfax
County is the.Most Promising
Section of New Mexico. Cim

or drinking. Take for instance the
matter of íóffee. Java coffee, says
the writer, is not Java ooffoe at all
Java is he poorest kind of coffee
"What has been sold for Java is from
the island of Sumatro. In the future;
if anybody sells Java coffee it must
be coffee made from Java, and if it is
it will be so inferior you will send it
back. The law prevents the use of
geographical names to describe an
article, unless, in fact, the article did
Strawberry
come from that place.
jam, think ot it, was formerly made
of 35 per cent apple juice, 48 per cent
of corn syrup, 6 per cent of granulat
ed sugar and n per cent of coloring
and flavoring matter. This jam will
hereafter be labeled "Compound."
Some of the "pure strained honey
hertofore placed on the market has
s
corn syrup and 25
been
per' cent honey; a product that any
self respecting bee would scorn to
own as his. Hereafter the label on
honey must tell precisely what it is

arron is in the best part of
Colfax County.

Those desiring sample copies of the business man:
"For a number of years I advei-tise- d
Cimarron News-Prescan get them
only in my windows and in
at the Katun office of the Cimarron
of
some
the street cars, because I did
Publishing company, 28 Park avenot feel that I could afford to advernue.
Two years
tise in the daily papers.
ago last September, I was having a
Hon. Solomon Luna, president of cravencttc coat sale, and I succeeded
Ihe Territorial Sheep Sanitary board, in selling for a couple of weeks about
and of the New Mexico Sheep Grow- fifty coats a day. I thought I would
ers' association, has gone to Wash- try a column ad in one of the evenington to appear before the commit- ing papers. The next day this col- tee of officials and stockgrowe.rs rc- - unin ad appeared in one of the evep- cently named by President Roosevelt ing papers, and by the bys, it was
to consider the question of grazing not the one that had the largest cir
live stock upotiajhe public domain.
culation in Chicago; I selected that
paper that this, ad appeared in beRaton young people who attended cause they gave me a low rate, but
the basket ball game at Trinidad Sat- - they agreed to give my ad a good
urday evening arc speaking of the position in the paper.
The result made of.
tnarked contrast between . the treat- - was the next day the sales, which
The law is hard on drug fiends
I
ment given the Trinidad young people formerly had been about fifty coats Many of the things purported to be
in Raton, and the cool reception and a day, jumped to 142, and in fifty something else
are from half to 90
lacK
ot hospitable
entertainment days I sold over 3,500 rain coats.
per cent alcohol. "Sixty million gal
Shown jn the Colorado town Satur"For the year following that sale Ions of pure whisky are made every
I continued to advertise in this one
day evening.
year in the United States. Three
paper. Last fall I felt that I could hundred million gallons of neutral
The Nara-Vist- a
Register of Nnion afford to invest say about $5,000 in spirits are made every year in the
county is the latest newspaper in the advertising in some of the other pa United States. One hundred and fifty
territo-y- .
It has reached number two, pers. 1 used three morning papers million gallons of neutral spirits are
volume one, and if the issue for the land three evening papers, the best in
used annually in the dilution and
year equals in interest the copies sent Chicago. The results have been
adulteration of whisky. An estimated
tis, it is sure of success.
It started something phenomenal. I did not 30,000,000 gallons of the pure whisky
"with a good list of subscribers and is have to invest the $5,000. The profits
made each year is used with neutral
worthy of businncss prtaonage for it came back from the newspaper ad- spirits
to make imitation whisky.
"boosts" for Nara-Vist- a
and home vertising before their bills came in, Which means
that approximately
trade.
and I do not figure today that I have 190,000,000 gallons of stuff is drunk
a dollar invested in advertising."
in this country each year as whisky,
Will C, Barnes, secretary of the
only 40,000,000 really is
of which
territorial cattle sanitary board, left
W. C. Lewis of El Moro, Colo.,
the city this morning on the flyer for and who is well known to many of whisky. Now, Mr. Boozer, take a penWashington, D. C, where he will con- the citizens of Red River, and a cil and figure out this problem: Since
fer with the land commission of the nephew of Mrs. W. J. Floyd, died last Uncle Sam says all liquors must be
government as a representative of the week of paralysis. He was a mer- sold for just what they are and be
National Stockmens' association, for chant and postmaster of the place and plainly labeled, and since 90,000,000
the purpose of arriving at some plan was highly respected by the entire gallons have been made from 40,000,-00- 0
of pure whisky, what chance have
for the leasing of government lands. community. He leaves a wife and one
you got to get a drink of real whisky
The commission meets on the Hth little boy four years of age.
hereafter without paying double the
of February at the capital.
present price and perhaps more. AlJohn and Louie Rich of Ponil Park ready pure whisky has advanced
50
Hon. J. J. Hagerman has been quite in the western part of the county
a gallon."
cents
in
days
Raton this
ill for the past fortnight and the spent several
It is small wonder that the drug
Charles Colgrove was in Cimarron
meeting of the directors of the Pecos week. The Rich brothers are the and whisky consumed annually by the latter part of the week r turning
in
northern
& Northern railroad was held at his most famous hunters
the people of the United States, as to Raton the first of the week.
hunresidence at South Spring Tuesday. New Mexico and have over a
well as the adulterated foods which
Mrs. H. Lambeit, who is ill, ia not
credit.
hides
dred
bear
their
to
The principal, outside of routine, bushave been crammed into our stomachs
improving.
iness was the authorization of a bond
S. E. Pelphrey and Gene Michaels
Bert G. Phillips and L. S. Meyers should have produced a nation of
of $15,000,000 to pay off the indebtdigesters.
The
weak
and
of Taos, have been appointed by dyspeptics
on the sick list.
are
edness of the road and to provide for
will doubtless-meaForest Supervisor Leon F. Kneipp as enforcement of the law
John Records is going to the
sundry extensions an improvements
much much to this nation in
assistant rangers on the Taos forest
Gardiner hospital at Raton today for
in the Panhandle.
the matter of health.
reserve. They have both passed civil
trealmeut.
service examination for the positions.
E. T. Wiut. rs and Mr. Reynolds, of
Larrizolo-Andrews
The
election The Taos forest reserve was created
WHAT IS LOVE?
Vegas, spent several days in Cimarron
Controversy in this county has been November 5, 1906, and contains 233,-20- 0
looking over propeity and locations.
thoroughly aired on the streets and
acres.
in the columns of the press, and tesVTm Van Tlfitcrrrnl anrl Al Mir nf
Giving
of
Definition
Best
Persons
timony has been taken in some of the
The third annual session of the
Love Will Receive $25.
Maxwell Ot v. were Cimarron visitors
camps. It is a significant fact that New Mexico Good Roads convention
Wednesday and Thuisday.
in all the coal camps of the county is called to meet in the capitol buildServices were held in the Catholic
Do you know what love is? If you
which arc in any way under the con- ing in Santa Fe, oji Monday, Februtrol of the republican party not an ary, 18, 1907, ta 8 p. m. Boards of do and can give a definition In church Saturday.
words that will suit Samelection official or a voter or an elec- county commissioners, mayor and twenty-fiv- e
Mr". J. R. GHiues. from Raton, is
tion judge or an election clerk, or a councils of cities and towns, commer- uel Francis Woolard, of Wichita, he spending a few days visiting Mrs.
dollars for
company official in high standing has cial bodies and local improvement will give you twenty-fiv- e
Rolla Fullenwider.
left the county since the news of the societies are invited to send dele- it.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brooks, Miss
Mr. Woolard is the editor and comcontest and investigation was given gates, not exceeding ten in number.
have
ahd
books
been
of
Cavanaugh and Mr. Neil
that
piler
two
Margaret
out.
Able speakers will be in attendance.
Lists of delegates should be sent to now are remarkably popular through- Conley went to Springer to attend the
hotel, out the entire country. His first dance held thete last Saturday night
' Out of the smoke and screaming Col. R. E. Twitchell, Palace
"Good Fellowship," is in its fourth and returned Sunday.
Fe.
Santa
canister at Santa Fe is to come a
each while his
edition of
greater and stronger republican parThe Misses Emma and Lottie Lar- Beauties
of
second booklet, "The
A FINE CERTIFICATE OF
ty than has ever been known in New
came in from the ranch Saturday
soD
Friendship," is in its second edition
CHARACTER.
Mexico before, proving again that all
drove from Cimarron to Springer
and
Mr.
Woolard
each.
of
ten
thousand
real reforms are attained by and Hope Correspondence, Artesia (N. is now compiling another booklet of to attend the dance on Saturday eveM.) Advocate.
through that party. There may be
Will Green, a brother of Mrs. love poems and it is for this that he ning.
Occassional lapses in th.
tendency,
George
Bracketls, the father of trip- desires to secure an original defini
The dance hel 1 at Aztec Hall Sat
but they are never permanent, and
a good fiddler, who lives in tion of love.
and
lets
given by the Vance Brothers
urday,
republican
the
party can be trusted by
Mr. Woolard was in Parsons rewas a very enjoyable success. About
Die great masses who trust it. It is the mountains, who has been visiting cently
and in speaking of this prize 20 couples were present and reported
this fact that has so permanently in Hope, went back to his mountain said:
Monday.
home
placed the conduct of national affairs
elegant time.
"I will give three prizes for the an
in it hands, and it is as true in New
practice game of base bull
Another
to
not
love,
of
definitions
three
best
AND WILL GET IT.
in Maine. The little
words, the contest was held yesterday aud much credit
!dcxico as
exceed twenty-fivRoswell (N. M.) Record.
From
over at the capital is merely
in the United is due the players for the spirit shown
Good for Arizona. Now it is up to opened to anyone
phase. Roswcll Register.
our legislature al Santa Fe to do like- States. The first prize will be twenty-fiv- e by them. Cimarron will surely have
dollars, the second prize, fifteen a team that cao be relied upon to
wise on the gambling question.
The
public is notified that the reg- people not only desire antigambling dollars and the third prize, ten dol. The
give the best that is in them at nil
meeting of the ter- legislation, hut expect and demand it. lars. The definitions must be original times.
ular
with the person sending them and
ritorial board of pharmacy will conSi and Manly Dawson, of Raton,
Most of the Topeka, Kansas, flour never have apciwred in print. All the
vene at Santa Fe on Tuesday, March
.1
up irom naioa w penu1 a lew
cams
admy
be
are
to
close
out
sent
forced
mills
definitions
have
to
been
to
5th, 1907.
with E. Whitney. They left
days
All violations ff the pharmacy and 011 account of car shortage are stacked dress at Wichita, and the contest to j
yesterday for the Calieute Ranch, in- poison taws should be reported at drcd car loads of flour are stacked close June 1, 1007."
Mr. Woolard's address is Wichita, tending to spend a few d iys there al- pnce either to the secretary or pres- up awaiting cars and orders for flour
ident,
that they may be investi- and corn meal are turned down daily Kansas, and the contest is open to 80.
a
farmers cannot get cars to ship the entire United States.
gated before said meeting.
The new planing mill is nearing
', Candidates tor examination
must grain to the mills. The agents of the
b'!ing roofed, etc., w h
completion,
J. P. Bracket! ha gone to Santa
report promptly on above late at 9. five railroads into Topeka have done
work to be finished.
interior
onlT
B. Ruppc of Albuquerque is all in their power to relieve the sit- - Fe where he is building a fine cement
a. m.
w;ll be installed very
' Mr.
macLisery
The
also
assistbridge.
is
Rrackctt
they
acknowledge
that
but
president, nd A. J. Fischer of Santa nation
shortly.
In
the council.
ant chief clerk
have failed to do so.
X. W., t secretary.
s

Do you Want Land?

Do you Want Town Lots?
Do you Want Mi ning Property?
IF YOU DO I CAN SERVE YOU

thjee-fourth-

j

If

;

you Have Property For Sale
can find you a Buyer if you
will list it with me.

you Own a Home, or other
Insurable Property I can Insure it.
If

Haimbaugfh
F. A.Cimarron,
New Mexico.

id

LOCALS and PERSONALS
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Raton News Notes

From the Raton Range,
Miss Logan, who ..pent last month
at Cimarron, has returned tothe city
and makes her home with Dr. Fleming's family.
The people of Cima' r n will give a
Sam Raines, who came over from
dance and supper at Aztec Hall n Santa Fe to attend the meeting of the
Haturday night February 23. Tlis city council, returned to Santa Fe
will be a grand affair for the cew Sunday where he has a position in the
j
i
l
i
anuJ eveivuouy
town
is invneiioai- - house.
Neut Jackson, Ira Duckworth and
tend it. Ihe music will be by a
Raton orchf etra and will be the best William Marlin returned Saturday
of dance music. Bills announcing from a purchasing trip in the interests
the affair will be sent over the coun- - of the new hotel being built in Cimarron for the two last named gentletry- is expected a larga crowd will
men.
be present.
Many from Raton are
Miss Delia Warned of Dawson
planning to go.
1 he round house is about finished stopped off here on Friday enroute
and Cimarron will within a week have home from a visit to Los Angeles, to
1 1.
1. n . .in ...
i , F linos..
dm mil tt n spend Saturday and Sunday with
Mrs. Ira Duckworth and Miss Hutchwhistle that blows three times a day.
ison.
Master Mechanic John Record has
James Albert Brackett, a graduate
receivtd the new furniture for bis new
from the Raton high school, was up
hous and he intends to move into it from Albuquerque the latter part of
on Tuesday
last week, returning home Sunday.
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Ora M. Sperry is the possessor of
Belton was christened at the home of
a
handsome
1007 Reo car. Mr. Sperthe parents 00 Monday. The baby
was named Harold Eugene Belton ry certainly has the most
car in town. He has purchased it for
and Mr. J. Quin'iven acted as God. private
use only. He is a brother of
Cavanaugh
Margaret
father and Miss
E. C. Sperry, Raton's original autoas Godmother. Rev. Father Antonio mobile man, who runs his cars for
from Springer conducted the christen- - public use.
lug ceremony.
CimarThe Cimarron News-PresGround was broken today for the ron, started with a large paid-u- p
subRoost."
'Bachelors'
new
(Th's scription list and every day additions
"Roost" will be occupied by several to the list are made.
very choice young bachelors.)
Ira Duckworth, who is now one of Omaha, Neb., Feb. 7.
Mayor
our business men, arrived from Katon Schmitz and the school board of San
Tuesday evening and will bring his Francisco passed through Omaha last
family as soon as his hotel iscomplet- - night upon the Overland Limited, 28
hours late.
ed.
They are en route to Washington
Ci
Dawjon
and his brother
M. M.
to confer with president Roosevelt
Dawson, who is an old resident of over the Japanese school question.
this country, arrived in Cimarron the
In an interview the mayor said:
first of the week where they were join
"We think we are right and are
ed by Frederick Whitney and Burton going tf insist on the exclusion of the
Williams of St. Louis, and the party Japanese from our schools un!esswe
took a hunting trip to points near are shown that it is for the best inrawson and will c til on many old terests of our state and our country
that we give in."
f rieads of Ci Dnwsou's.
"Before the earthquake there were
The young people of Cimarron are
to give a dance on the 23rd at Aztec 360 Japanese attending school in
hall, a historic building which has Frisco, and not wishing to have them
been fitted up as a place of amuse- mix with our children we maintained
ment. The committee in charge prom- at an additional expense a separate
ise good music and delicious refresh- school for them. There are now only
ments and a general go?)d time. Ra- - about 93 attending and we propose to
ton people will furnish their share of keep them sergegated from our childtI,e crowd- ren if posible."

